CUSC Issuing Centres

We will issue your card while you wait in any of our Issuing Centres. Please bring your faculty coupon and ID card with you. There is no need to bring a photo – we take the photo on the spot.

- CU Centre for Information, Counselling and Social Services, 38 Opletalova Str., Prague 1 – “Jednota” Dormitory
  Please note: Since 1st November 2019 this issuing centre is to be found on the address 13 Celetná Str., Prague
- CU Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, 3 Ke Karlovu Str., Prague 2, Room M 266
- CU Faculty of Law, 7 Curieových Sq., Prague 1, Room 34

Opening Hours of the Centres:

The Charles University Centre for Information, Counselling and Social Services

Tel.: (+420) 224 491 850
Email: info@cuni.cz
https://info.cuni.cz  IPSC.UK

Date of issue: May 2019

Student Cards
2019/2020 Academic Year
Every student of Charles University is obliged to have his/her Charles University Student Card (CUSC) in the form of a **contactless chip card**. The card is a versatile tool providing you with help in everyday life at the University. How does the card work?

- It is an **access card** to the CU buildings including dormitories.
- It is a **charge card** enabling you to eat in CU cafeterias, make use of copy services and visit University libraries.
- It is an **evidence of the holder’s relation to Charles University** enabling him/her to apply for discounted fares in Prague Public Transport.
- It is a discount card for the University Gift Shop, Karolinum book store or ‘U Rotlevů’ café.
- In the case of an ISIC-licensed CUSC, it serves as an ID card when **claiming an ISIC-conditioned discount**.

The card must be collected in person at one of the CUSC Issuing Centres Charles University.

### Select a Card that suits you

#### An international-licensed CUSC

**ISIC-licensed CUSC (CU-ISIC)**
- CZK 230 a year
- ISIC-conditioned discounts (information at www.isic.cz/en)
- For regular students

**ALIVE-licensed CUSC**
- CZK 230 a year
- Various discounts (information at www.alive.cz)
- For combined and distance students

**Standard CUSC (ISIC/ALIVE unlicensed)**
- Free of charge
- Intended for: regular, combined and distance students

### What are Faculty Coupons for?

Faculty Coupons confirm the validity of your CUSC in a given academic year. The Faculty Coupon will be issued to you by your Faculty’s **Study Department** at your enrolment.

#### Please remember:

- The CUSC is invalid without the faculty coupon.
- The faculty coupon does not serve as a validity extension to the ISIC license. It is necessary to extend the licence every year at one of the CUSC Issuing Centres (CZK 230).
- Should your CUSC or faculty coupon be lost or damaged, you can obtain a charged-for duplicate. If you claim a new CUSC or faculty coupon due to a change (e.g. surname change after the wedding), the issue of a new CUSC is free.

#### Please note:

The ISIC/ALIVE-licensed CUSC issued to students who enrolled in the 2019/2020 academic year is valid until December 31, 2020. From September 2020, you will be able to extend the validity of your CUSC for another year. The CUSCs can be renewed at the CUSC Issuing Centres.